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Hy - Pe = Hypnotic Persuasion

I have been performing hypno based effects for around 10 years. If you have
never performed hypnosis before... Then start here. This is not hypnosis. This is
pseudo hypnosis.

The best thing about this download is that if these effects are performed well, it
can lead to actual hypnosis!

One of the effects on this download (Under the Influence) is something I have
performed for many years. You learn a quick simple version and a full routined
based version. I have performed these at all types of events and venues. They
always play big if done correctly.

The other effects are routine based. Again if they are performed correctly, they
could lead to full hypnosis. They use objects (as a magician/mentalist) that most
of us use in our sets anyway! This is a Rerelease of the original download with
updated instructions. There is no new Information. The effects are exactly the
same as the first download.

  "This is simple and fun to perform. I've enjoyed using these effects"
- Beau Cremer 

  "Wow! I just finished digesting "Hy-Pe" by Casper. I am familiar with Casper
quite a bit as I've seen him on all the Peter Turner and The 13 Souls P=projects! I
am well aware he's the videographer for a bunch of the stuff. But man, outside of
that I don't know him.
Hy-Pe is the project I didn't know that I needed.
I love hypnosis and hypno style effects. Casper delivers in spades.
So what is it?
Hy-Pe is a pseudo hypnosis system. I say system because Casper lays the
groundwork for peppering pseudo hypnosis effects into your hypnosis or
mentalism routine.
There are two main effects that Casper teaches how to do, using two different
methods. He also add some bonus tips that are to be used with these effects as
well as your own routines.
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How powerful are they?
The first one is unique way of using amnesia. If you are doing hypnosis and you
run up on that difficult person, this amnesiac effect creates the illusion as this is
strictly mechanical! I think Pete has used the term 'psycho-mechanical'. This is
100%. You can't fail.
The next effect is FOR ME PERSONALLY, worthy of being used on a magic
special. If I wanted to do an effect people will be talking about but I wanted to
stand out doing a hypnosis skit, THIS IS IT! Yeah, it's TV special worthy! It's
basically a taste sensation routine. But with this, the setup is done right under the
participant's nose. Therefore, they themselves cancel out any preconceptions or
logical guesses they may have about the effect. In fact, setting up the effect in
front of them is actually pivotal! How more genius can you get?
Casper teaches a nice force. It was new to me as I don't handle cards as often as
the next magician.
What makes this different?
We can achieve pretty much anything with hypnosis, we understand that. But
what about when you are in a position that you don't have time for failure? This is
the perfect alternative that creates illusions of genuine hypnosis. You can use
these effects as hypnosis or not. You aren't bound by a style with Hy-Pe.
To me this project is perfection! But Why a 9.5 instead of a 10?
This is important because nothing is wrong with the project itself! You are in for a
treat!
Being a Christian, I take my faith seriously. There were two lines of blasphemy. I
couldn't give it a 10. So for clarity sake, if I were an atheist or non-Christian, this
is easily a 10. But I am and 9.5 is as far as I can allow.
I'm a fan of Casper's project and I can't wait to see more from him."
- Cedric Taylor - Rating= 9.5 out of 10
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